***YHRIM: This evening at the going down of the sun/sunset began Yahuahs Shabbat being the 15th day of
the 10th month in this the acceptable year of Yahuah 6003sc. (pagan calendar: sunset jan 16th ~through~
sunset jan 17th 2022)
In 1996 a man named Dr. Gregory H. Stanton, who led the nonprofit organization called “Genocide Watch”,
wrote a document he titled “Ten Stages of Genocide”. In this document he used recent historical references
from nations where genocides had happened, such as nazi Germany. And he took all of this accumulated
information, studied and compared all the details of the events that took place in each one as it all progressed
until “mass genocide” was carried out. He broke down what took place, and how it was used to lead up to (and
after) each of these mass genocides. With this information he categorized it and laid it out in a list of “stages” of
progression.
In this he titled a ‘general term’ for each stage, and the things that took place in that stage. You can read the full
document in its revision made in 2013 at this link, as it goes into much more detail about each stage and some
of the historical references: https://www.genocideeducation.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/03/ten_stages_of_genocide.pdf
Below is a basic list of that document, and a brief description of what took place in each stage. You can find
similar lists on the internet which is how I first came across this info.
Also keep in mind that in the full document linked above, Dr. Stanton also reiterated that with each additional
stage, all previous stages were still continually in play. Meaning that each stage is basically built upon the last
stage, but previous stages are still running simultaneously as they advance forward.
He also stated that some stages may overlap in or out on different points during the same time period. As with
each “occasion”, the government pushing the genocide may be able to advance some points faster than others at
different times and etc.
Lets Take a Look at the List:

10 Stages of Genocide
1.

CLASSIFICATION: People are divided into “us and them”

2.

SYMBOLIZATION: people are forced to identify themselves

3.

DISCRIMINATION: people begin to face systematic discrimination

4. DEHUMANIZATION: People equated with animals, vermin, or diseases.
5.

ORGANIZATION: The government creates special groups (police/military) to enforce the
policies.

6.

POLARIZATION: The government broadcasts propaganda to turn the populace against the group.

7.

PREPARATION: Official action to remove/relocate people begins.

8.

PERSECUTION: Beginning of murders, theft of property, trial massacres.

9.
10.

EXTERMINATION: Wholesale elimination of the group. It is “extermination” and not murder
because the people are not considered human.
DENIAL: The Government denies that it has committed any crime.

Now, lets look at this list and put it together with what has been happening in the US and across nearly all the
nations on earth, concerning “covid” and the “proof of vax”.
I can hear plenty of people rolling their eyes right now. “…you are crazy, that will never happen! This is so
beyond ridiculous I’m not going to bother reading another word…”. Well, that’s your choice. But unfortunately
this is not “crazy” nor “ridiculous” by any stretch of the imagination. Just like the many other events that we
have tried to warn people was coming for many years, this too is In Progress and Happening Right Now all
across the earth.
Further, as we have stated and shown in video teachings, the injection is the mark of the beast which is
changing people’s DNA therefore physically making them no longer what Yahuah created. And spiritually they
left Yahuah, and are giving their right hand/works and forehead/mind-heart over to the beast by their
Obedience/Worship. The “proof of vax” is the number of the beast, without which you will not be able to
buy or sell. And this includes selling your time/labor for pay/compensation... aka “a job”, which is already in
Wide Spread progress.
And we know what Yahuahs Word states about the beast and its mark:
REVELATION 13:11 And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a
lamb, and he spoke as a dragon.
12 And he exercised all the power of the first beast before him, and caused the earth and them which dwell
therein to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was healed.
13 And he doeth great wonders, so that he makes fire/lightening come down from heaven on the earth in the
sight of men,
14 And deceives them that dwell on the earth by the means of those miracles which he had power to do in the
sight of the beast; saying to them that dwell on the earth, that they should make an image to the beast, which
had the wound by a sword, and did live.
15 And he had power to give life unto the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak, and
cause that as many as would not worship/obey the image of the beast should be killed.
16 And he caused all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right
hand, or in their foreheads:
17 And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of
his name.
As my Abba has taught for many years, in the Scriptures the Right Hand represents a persons works. The
forehead is their knowledge and mind/heart, it is what makes a person and the decision they choose. In this
case, to obey Yahuah even if it means unto death. Or to obey the beast, take the mark and sell your “penny” of
eternal life and in return continue to operate (buy/sell) in the beast system for a very short time.
Now to begin to go through this list in more detail. Some of this information is hard to put into one “stage” or
category, as it overlaps so much. Also it depends on what nation you are in. As there are Many other nations
which on some levels are far more “advanced” on some levels than US. Especially with things that are only
happening in some cities/state currently here in the US, but are happening on a national level in nations like
Australia, France, and more.
**Also I’ve already been working on this newsletter for almost a week now. Next Shabbat (15th day 10th month) is coming
fast, and I need to get this sent out. There is so much info that could be added to this. I’m going to leave the info I have
already written, but for the remaining Stages I’m going to have to cut the amount of info down in order to get this done.
As I really want to send this out at the beginning of this Shabbat.

10 Stages of Genocide
STAGE 1. CLASSIFICATION: PEOPLE ARE DIVIDED INTO “US AND THEM”
This is deeply multi-layered here in the US. But as far as just in recent years (not including everything leading
up to this) the main propaganda being pushed by the government controlled mainstream news was the
“radical/racist trump supporters” (by which they include any conservative in general) v/s “the ‘rational’ left
liberals” which at the top includes the media, “science”, and the government. You also have all of the
people/groups who make up (or are being used by) the left, which just a FEW of these include:
**The BLM, Antifa, and other groups/organizations. All of which the media, state and local governments,
police and more have show that these people are “superior” in the fact that they are shown by actions to be
‘above the law’, that they can do anything including burning cities, mass looting, violent crimes, and
more… but all of that is called “peaceful protesting” by the media/gov as long as it is being done by these
groups.
This is in comparison to those present at the so called “jan 6th capital building riot”, which has been all over
the news again… who mostly were just a bunch of people who should have never been dumb enough to be
there in the first place. As they should have known they were being setup. I even stated in posts earlier that
week as well in previous months etc, that no one should go to any of these events or “rallies” for this and other
reasons. But of course mixed in with this crowd was known and later proven members of Antifa, allegedly fbi
and other alphabet agencies, and etc.
However, even with all that, what was actually done? Did they burn the capital? Did they hurt anyone? no.
Although the media/government claim that 5 people died there, making it sound like “this violent mob killed 5
people”. But when you look up the details, they state that 1 died of a “drug overdose”, 3 people supposedly
died of “natural causes”, and one was shot by the capital police. So none of the people were killed by this so
called “mob”. With all that said, even with the antifa trying to lead the crowd, there was only some broken
windows, and etc (by which the crowd in large was trying stop (this is on video) and even was calling on the
capital police to stop it from happening, but they just stood and watched as obviously they were told to do.) Yet
this event was labeled by the media and government as a “domestic terror attack”… and again for comparison
the same media and government also labeled the blm/antifa burning down parts of cities and more
“peaceful protests”. Lets move on.
**All of those involved in the sodomite agenda which has now reached the level of using their agenda to
destroy the children and even babies. Teaching them these things before they can even begin to understand how
to read these days. If this generation were allowed to continue, they would have no hope of knowing Yahuah.
Just as it was in the days of Sodom and Gomorrah.
**The so called “feminist” and child murders/“abortionist”.
**The “toxic masculinity” agenda, which basically boils down to that there should be No Actual Men today.
As any real man is to be hated, this is especially true if it is a white man.
**Which brings in the hatred and the true racism against white people, and men in particular. (**NOTE:
they also include anyone of any color in this if you disagree with this narrative.) You even have white people
now who hate themselves and make public apologizes for “being white”. And they hate all other white people
who are not like them. Which this goes directly along with the accompanying ideology which has been point
blank stated by some groups and other, that “only white people can be racist/all white people are racist”. They
have even had events which had roped off segregated areas which stated “no whites allowed”, yet they claim

that isn’t “racist” because it was being done by “people of color”.
The so called “white privilege” garbage, which basically is saying that “white people have everything handed
to them”. Schools pushing the “CRT” or “Critical Race Theory” agenda, teaching children that if they are any
color besides white then they are a “victim”. And if they are white, then they should hate themselves, that they
are racists, and they are to be shunned etc. There was even some schools/classrooms where they had segregated
the white children apart. This is what grade-school-government-indoctrination-centers are teachings children.
At least there are some parents that are finally standing up to the schools on this, and taking their children out.
***BREAKING: AG Merrick Garland Orders FBI to Mobilize Against Anti-CRT Parents
https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=62591
Why does the “racism” agenda matter here in this discussion? Again this is yet another point being used to
create a major division between the people. And to make more of the “us and them” mentality. As either you
are part of the “SJW/Woke/Sodomite/etc” crowd/organizations… or “you’re a racist”. AND because they are
equating “anti-vaxxers” are also “racist”. By connecting these, they are making people feel if they don’t hate
“anti-vaxxers” then they also don’t hate “racist”. There are one or two linked examples later.
**This also leads into the so called “Woke” agenda, which connects the sodomite agenda, to the ‘racists’,,
to “toxic masculinity” agenda and more. Here is just one article exemplifying this:
***Woke lesson at public high school told students they're privileged if they're Christian, straight, or male
https://www.theblaze.com/news/woke-lesson-at-public-high-school-told-students-they-re-privileged-if-they-rechristian-straight-or-male-now-district-reportedly-is-doing-damage-control?utm_source=theblazedailyAM&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Daily-Newsletter__AM%202022-0113&utm_term=ACTIVE%20LIST%20-%20TheBlaze%20Daily%20AM
Mainstream media, grade “schools”, and “colleges/universities” are the main proponents at claiming that not
only are people racists, but literally “everything” is racist. I scan a lot of news and events taking place, and
therefore things like this I forget the details, as I don’t often bother even opening the articles. But the level of
absolute absurdity and stupidity of how bad this has gotten would be laughable if it wasn’t for how it is being
used to destroy the people/nation.
And when I said they are claiming “everything is racist”, here are just a few examples that I have seen this
week on some videos, and note these are from main stream news or publications and “schools” stating
these things are “racist”: mathematics, reading, and writing. I’ve seen this before, and this is now being
pushed in schools across the country. And these 3 very basic educational needs have now been Removed from
high school Requirements in the state of Oregon to quote “help students of color”. This was made law by the
Oregon “State Governor”. So what are they saying? That because people have a different skin color, they can’t
learn? Saw some comments from non-whites who were angry about this and similar things going on, and rightly
so. As this is the real racism and more.
***Oregon governor signs bill suspending math, reading proficiency requirements for HS graduates
https://www.foxnews.com/us/oregon-governor-signs-bill-suspending-math-reading-proficiency-requirementsfor-hs-graduates
Why does this matter? Because the schools have not taught anything “educational” for a long time. Only
propaganda, sodomite agenda, ideologies to destroy the home, satan worship, islam, to hate the “bible”, to hate
“god”/Yahuah and etc. They also have destroyed critical thinking, and lower the status of those who dare

question what they are being told. Then they openly punish those who would dare stand against the “false
teachings” and propaganda and point out the truth, as well as to “teach the rest of the herd a lessen”. Also
realize one of the base rules for slavery, was that slaves very often were not allowed to learn to read or
write. This is what they intend for this current generation of children who are still alive after their “plans
are complete”. Of course they won’t get to complete their plans, as Moshiach is returning soon and He
stops and destroys the Beasts. But between now and then, the elites at the top of beast system will get a
good ways into their plans.
--->Just a few more examples of things the media and schools/colleges say are racist… and sadly no they
aren’t joking with some having specific individual lengthy articles as to why these things are racist: soap
dispensers, babies can be born racist and/or bigots, using the word “looting” or “looters”, including
neighborhood crime data in real-estate information listings, bicycles and cycling, Cheese, crossword puzzles….
And much more…
***Now I know that was hitting on a lot of topics, while sifting through all their garbage. But the point of all
of that was to show how their agenda is in complete opposition to any number of people who are summed up and
categorized as “conservatives”. Including all of those who they label as “christians”, which is anyone who uses or
believes in “the bible”. No matter what ‘denomination’ or beliefs, they categorize them all the same. And
especially those who serve Yahuah and become obedient to His Word, they would call “extremists”.
This exact same agenda is also seen in many/all other western nations as well. In addition to just the
“opposition”, there is also the active demonization of “conservative” minded people, where they are being
called “potential terrorists” by media and government documents. Here in the US some of these
people/groups/ideologies were those who, in government documents going back to 2013, were stated as being
“potential terrorists” (just a very few examples): “christian extremist”, right wing extremist, evangelical
christians, anti-abortion, anyone concerned about fema camps, opposed to agenda 21, for individual liberties,
for states rights, anti-sodomite, those who believe impending gun control, who display patriotic or anti-UN
bumper stickers, anyone who has a negative view of the UN, anti-globalist, and Yes “Anti-Vaxxers” (and this
was before ‘covid’).
Many of these can be found in an article that I posted back sometime ago on our fake book page titled:
“72 Types Of Americans That Are Considered “Potential Terrorists” In Official Government Documents”
and they had the link to each document where the specific term was used (Here is a link to one article, but
search there are plenty more: https://republicbroadcasting.org/news/72-types-of-americans-that-areconsidered-potential-terrorists-in-official-government-documents-you-can-now-be-considered-a-potentialterrorist-just-because-of-you/).
But there are many other examples of these same ideas being put out there and used. I even remember one fbi
list that stated something to the effect that “a person might be a terrorist if they paid for a cup of coffee with
Cash.” Things like this was used to get people who believed the propaganda, to look at people and question if
they should “turn them in”. Which this has only ramped up with the “see something, say something” programs.
And the more recent one from the fbi:
FBI: “Report ‘Family Members and Peers’ for ‘Suspicious Behaviors’ to prevent homegrown violent
extremism”
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/07/12/fbi-tells-americans-to-report-family-members-and-peers-forsuspicious-behaviors/?fbclid=IwAR2ySKBuBOFkqkN11EI0qgqWq7Cz205DpvVqiK_hdwj4XdZTUKRUfVbQNA

Of course this was put into play all over the news (and still is being done) with the completely orchestrated “jan
6th capital building riot” where some children actually turned in their parents to the “authorities” saying that
their parents had been there at the capital building that day, that they were “trump supporters” and etc.
And now just recently, the “vice president” puppet stated in a public speech comparing the “jan 6th capital
building riot” to “9-11” and “pearl harbor” events. *On a side note, the one factor these 3 events do have in
common, is that they were all orchestrated events.
Anti-vaxxers was one that I don’t think is on the list I mentioned earlier. But it was seen in other reports and
etc, most often connected to those who stated and showed the data proving that it was the vaxxes which were
causing at least a large increase in autism and many other disorders, health problems, and specific conditions
claimed to be “diseases” and more. And because of this “anti-vaxxers” were labeled as “potential terrorists”.
But since “covid” began, the “anti-vaxxer” narrative has only exploded, and they have outright called them
“violent extremists” and “domestic terrorists”. You can find it easily on “news” and more just by running a
search. Such “news” titles just in recent months:
***“Anti-maskers and anti-vaxxers now present a real threat of violence - Across the country, more antivaccine extremists are turning violent. It's time to take the threat seriously”
https://www.salon.com/2021/09/08/anti-maskers-and-anti-vaxxers-now-present-a-real-threat-of-violence/
Another article, pay attention to their programming:
“The new alliance between anti-vaxxers and the far right is a deadly threat”
https://www.newstatesman.com/science-tech/2021/09/the-new-alliance-between-anti-vaxxers-and-the-far-rightis-a-deadly-threat-2
News like this is being used to get people to once again ‘connect’ “anti vaxxers” with what they label as the
“far right” and “conservatives”. And that this “group” of people are the “deadly threat” and/or “domestic
terrorists”.
Rhetoric like this is not so much being used to cause division; it is being used to mentally condition people to
“who” is the “enemy”. The more people accept their propaganda programming, the more comfortable they feel
in not only accepting “these people” as the enemy. But they will also feel good when they “turn in” people who
are listed as “the enemy”. And when they see the governments or other groups, performing mass arrests, going
door to door dragging people/families out of their dwellings, sending them off to fema camps, etc etc. They not
only will accept it, but they will also call for it, even demand it. There is many people who even now already
accept and are for this happening.
***The Unvaxxed May Soon Be Shipped To Quarantine Camps
https://newsconcerns.com/the-unvaxxed-may-soon-be-shipped-to-quarantine-camps/
QUOTE: “The aggressive Us/Them language in this White House message is insane.” Olivia Nuzzi, a
Washington, D.C., reporter for New York Magazine tweeted, “Who is this for? Unvaccinated Americans are
not going to be persuaded by messaging like this.”
This is true, this was never a message to the “unvaxxed”. But rather a message to further reinforce the mental
conditioning of the beast obedient.

STAGE 2. SYMBOLIZATION: PEOPLE ARE FORCED TO IDENTIFY THEMSELVES
Much could be added here. But lets bring this forward to right now. They have now made the true division line
clear. It is the “vaxxed” v/s “un-vaxxed”. And even here in the US, people are having to prove they are
vaxxed. Or in places like New York Right Now, if you are in any restaurant (or many other ‘banned’ areas)
and you don’t have your number of the beast “proof of vaccination” to show the police on demand, you will be
arrested, hand cuffed, and hauled off to jail. And they have been doing this on a regular basis now. There are
videos on the internet which are quite easily to find. In at least one that I saw, there were police actually going
into restaurants going table to table requiring people to show their “vax proof”. And arresting anyone who
didn’t. Here are just a few articles/videos that I found in a quick search just now:
***New York Police Arrest Unvaccinated Black Woman, Protesters At Queens Applebee’s
https://www.shorenewsnetwork.com/2021/12/16/new-york-police-arrest-unvaccinated-black-woman-protestersat-queens-applebees/
***Caught on Film: Anti-Vax Protestors Arrested in NYC for Refusing to Show Vax Card in Burger King
https://saraacarter.com/caught-on-film-anti-vax-protestors-arrested-in-nyc-for-refusing-to-show-vax-card-inburger-king/
***New York Police Officers Throw American Flag On The Ground, Arrest Unvaccinated Man After Trying
To Order Food At Panera Bread
https://www.shorenewsnetwork.com/2021/12/19/new-york-police-officers-throw-american-flag-on-the-groundarrest-unvaccinated-man-after-trying-to-order-food-at-panera-bread/
Below is one of Many videos from nations overseas of the beast enforcers at work, in this case Australia:
***Disturbing: Aussie Cops Take Elderly Woman to Jail for Failing to Show Vaccine Papers
https://www.infowars.com/posts/disturbing-aussie-cops-take-elderly-woman-to-jail-for-failing-to-showvaccine-papers/
Not only is this expanding into more and more parts of the nation. But the locations are going to continue to expand
until it covers everything including: banks, grocery stores, and other locations necessary for the daily life of the
“average citizen”. We stated this before the “vaccine” was ever released… how does anyone know this is what they
are going to do? Because they publicly stated it point blank and it was written in news articles which we posted at
that time. But first and foremost, because it is Written in the Word. Refer to first page of this newsletter.
With that said, at the point we are already at, and how they are expanding now it is likely to happen rapidly,
especially when the "next event” kicks off. Which could come in many forms, but I’m not going to get into that here.
Also the “lists” are beginning. One such recent list is concerning those with a “religious exception” to not take
the vax: QUOTE: “A notice posted Tuesday in the Federal Register by the Pretrial Services Agency for the
District of Columbia said that it intends to create an “Employee Religious Exception Request Information
System. This system of records maintains personal religious information collected in response to religious
accommodation requests for religious exception from the federally mandated vaccination”
It is believed that this is in preparation for launching a similar system on across all federal agencies, and then on
the public.
***Bone-Chilling: Feds Launching 'System' to Collect 'Religious Information' on Unvaccinated Americans
https://www.westernjournal.com/bone-chilling-feds-launching-system-collect-religious-informationunvaccinated-americans/

STAGE 3. DISCRIMINATION: PEOPLE BEGIN TO FACE SYSTEMATIC DISCRIMINATION
Well, this goes right in with the previous one also. They are discriminating against anyone who refuses to take
the injection. And who can’t show their number of the beast “vax proof”. Even in states where they are not yet
arresting people, there are plenty of other things they are doing. Such as many many people are getting fired
from their jobs if they don’t get the vax.
**It mostly began with hospitals, then quickly moved to Anything/Anyone connected in any way to ANY
type of medical field, from hospitals all the way down. Even Volunteers at hospitals, nursing homes, etc. Even
people who just make deliveries to medical related locations
**Police and Fire departments - many police and firefighters have been fired or quit because of vax mandates.
**Airlines is another big one, where since the Airline companies made their own “mandates” many pilots have
died even in flight. There were many who were no longer able to pass physicals and as such were not cleared to
fly. Finally the airlines told them to fly anyway, regardless of their medical clearances.
**Banks have now begun to firing employees if they don’t have vax.
**News stations are firing reporters, meteorologists, and any other staff who refuses the vax.
**And don’t forget all federal employees as of nov 22nd had to have their proof of vax.
**Multiple states are also following mandates for state employees. Some states going further to include
anyone connected to “education” and “healthcare” of any kind.
**And now Truck Drivers, especially truckers who cross into Canada or Mexico. No vax, No job. Due to this
alone, they are expecting a reduction in truck drivers, as many are refusing the injection. And instead are
choosing to retire or just quit. Which the gov will also use this as part of “their reason” for the shortages causing
the shelves to go bare, and will blame the truck drivers and many other people. Which the Mainstream News is
NOW beginning to report on the shortages and bare shelves in the stores, which is a major signal as I had
stated would happen in some posts in past weeks.
And this is besides the MANY more companies and businesses who have also made their own employee
mandates. Which all of this is being added to daily. As well as all the businesses who have refused to require
“vax proof” in cities/areas where it has been mandated. And they are in turn getting fines, threats of jail time,
etc.
Now there are a number of states who *currently* have Banned vax mandates or proof of vax. However, this is
why they are going to perform vax mandates from the federal level for ALL businesses of 100 employees or
more. After which they have already stated then will then go after businesses with 50 employees, 10 employees
etc. Once the first one is implemented everything else will follow in quick pursuit. This Will Happen Just as it
has Already happened in Other nations such as Australia, France, Greece, Austria, Germany, and more.
Further there are some nations/states/cities/or territories who have enacted mandates across a broad spectrum of
jobs or any position connected to a “job category” (in addition to what those mentioned earlier) such as: banks,
grocery stores, public transportation, agriculture, postal services, pharmacies, emergency services, gas
stations and more. Once again most being necessary for daily life of the “average citizen”.
And by the way, at least here in the US if you are fired or quit for refusing to get the injection… you are
Disqualified from receiving unemployment benefits.
ALSO, we warned early on that people who refuse the mark of the beast injection, they will have their children
taken under the claim of “child abuse”. This is also true even if they only refuse to allow their children to be
injected. But in part, this is being by passed in many places by injecting children NOT ONLY without parent

consent, but even without parent notification. In one case they gave children pizza in return to getting the
injection IN SCHOOL.
***Non-Jabbed Father Stripped of Visiting Rights by Judge
https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=62591
***California school offers boy pizza to get vaccinated, tells him not to 'say anything,' mom says
https://www.foxnews.com/us/california-boy-coronavirus-vaccine-pizza-consent-school
***Quebec's 'unvaxxed tax' has people rushing to get vaccinated
https://www.wgbh.org/news/international-news/2022/01/13/quebecs-unvaxxed-tax-has-people-rushing-to-getvaccinated

STAGE 4. DEHUMANIZATION: PEOPLE EQUATED WITH ANIMALS, VERMIN, OR DISEASES.
Well, the last is easy. They have been pushing it is the “unvaxxed are spreading covid”, and they are the
“incubators for the new variants”. And as we posted a few months ago, there was even “politicians” who stated
they should be charged with attempted manslaughter or murder.
By national “leaders”, governments, and other authorities. The unvaxxed is being called “inhuman/not human”
(exactly the opposite), “pandemic of the unvaccinated”, indirect killers, murderers, The “Unvaccinated Are a
Risk to All of Us”, and etc.
As can be seen, the main push (at least right now) is that the “unvaxxed” are a “major threat” and want to “kill”
the vaxxed. And I think this will only continue, as pushing fear like this not only will get more people to justify
and encourage the “roundup” and forced imprisonment of the unvaxxed into “quarantine camps”. But the
vaxxed will also not care if the unvaxxed are killed, as in their minds they are, even now, already shifting the
blame to the unvaxxed. As they will say “it was THEIR own fault, THEY chose not to get the vax, THEY made
themselves the threat, THEY knew the consequences”. etc
So all of this gives the vaxxed self-justification for working for the beast, and on whatever level taking part in
their deaths. Or at the very least, for standing by and agreeing with the beast and etc, that these things Should be
Done to the unvaxxed for the “safety” of the vaxxed.
***Stigmatizing The Unvaccinated: Human Today, Not Human Tomorrow
https://www.technocracy.news/stigmatizing-the-unvaccinated-human-today-not-human-tomorrow/
***AUSTRALIAN PM REFERS TO THE AUSSIE PEOPLE AS SHEEP
https://www.bitchute.com/video/lGOy1f6DLj31/?list=notifications&randomize=false
The article below fits this category not because they are advocating it (they are not), but because it is what is
taking place in many nations. And although the articles are somewhat hard to find (at least here in US due to all
the censorship), we have seen video of several nations who are literally using fencing to corral the
“unvaxxed” and segment them off from the marked people. Some of which was fencing off entire sections of
grocery stores, or even dividing off a portion of the store, so that the “unvaxxed” only had a small separate area
and could only buy whatever was put out in that area.

***PEST CONTROL: Unvaxxed Russian Shoppers Fenced in Like Swine
https://anti-empire.com/pest-control-unvaxxed-russian-shoppers-fenced-in-like-swine/

***Sheep, goats join Germany’s coronavirus vaccine drive - forming the shape of a 330-foot syringe
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/01/04/sheep-goats-germany-coronavirus-vaccine/

Ok, this newsletter is getting too long, and I’m running out of time to get this out by the beginning of Shabbat.
So the rest of these are mostly going to be titles, links and maybe some “short” notes. Then a summery at the
end. The point of all of this is: Look at this list, and look at what is taking place in your nation and all over the
nations, and ask yourself if this is not the “script” they are following.

STAGE 5. ORGANIZATION: THE GOVERNMENT CREATES SPECIAL GROUPS
(POLICE/MILITARY) TO ENFORCE THE POLICIES.
This is mostly being done by the “forces” they have already created in recent years… well since 2001 actually
when they signed the pre-written and prepared “patriot act”…
PLUS these also include the ‘civilian forces’ who Obama openly stated they were going to create in a speech he
gave on July 2, 2008 QUOTE:
“We cannot continue to rely on our military in order to achieve the national security objectives we've set.
We've got to have a civilian national security force that's just as powerful, just as strong, just as well-funded.”
This has come to pass, but realize it is not just “one” organization. Like the military, they have multiple
branches. And then each branch can break down into many more. But these forces are Obviously in place today.
Forces such as DHS, FEMA, TSA, and the now “militant” police who are enforcing the “covid orders”. Such as
them being given “additional powers” to arrest people for not “showing their number of the beast papers”
upon demand, breaking curfew, being in the “wrong” place, etc.
With that said, even the white house in recent months has made statements such as a “strike force” would be used.
As well as creating additional “named” organizations out of existing groups, or maybe some new one’s too. There
has already been widespread implementation in some other “western” nations. But it is picking up speed here in
the US quickly, with the “police” currently being used as the foot soldiers. But the military/UN will be used in the
weeks and months ahead. States are currently also adding their own “strike forces” as well. New York has passed
laws and executive orders giving power to detain people and “quarantine” them and more.
***Another Blue State Announces Plans For ‘Strike Force’ To ‘Involuntarily Detain’ Unvaccinated
This article concerns Washington State, but this is basically what New York has already. Multiple other states
are also in process of similar “laws”.
https://www.infowars.com/posts/another-blue-state-announces-plans-for-strike-force-to-indefinitely-detain-unvaccinated/
***2nd Link with more info: https://americanfaith.com/washington-state-announces-plans-for-strike-force-toinvoluntarily-detain-unvaxxed/
***They are taking the vaccine wars KINETIC: Covid concentration camps ACTIVATED in America,
unvaxxed will be kidnapped at gunpoint by left-wing “health officers” with arrest power

https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-10-they-are-taking-the-vaccine-wars-kinetic-covid-concentrationcamps-activated-in-america.html
***CNBC’s Cramer Declares “Government Has A Right To Force You To Obey”
https://www.infowars.com/posts/cnbcs-cramer-declares-government-has-a-right-to-force-you-to-obey/
STAGE 6. POLARIZATION: THE GOVERNMENT BROADCASTS PROPAGANDA TO TURN THE
POPULACE AGAINST THE GROUP.
***FBI Tells Americans to Report ‘Family Members and Peers’ for ‘Suspicious Behaviors’
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/07/12/fbi-tells-americans-to-report-family-members-and-peers-forsuspicious-behaviors/?fbclid=IwAR2ySKBuBOFkqkN11EI0qgqWq7Cz205DpvVqiK_hdwj4XdZTUKRUfVbQNA
Watch the “official” DOJ video from abc news, which this site included in their article below:
***AG Merrick Garland Creates 'Domestic Terrorism Unit' to Go After American Citizens As 'Terrorists'
https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=62802
*** “FBI's 'Domestic Terrorism' Cases Have 'More Than Doubled' Since They Wildly Expanded The
Definition Of 'Domestic Terror Threats'”
http://www.informationliberation.com/?id=62567
[photo to left is from this article from NBC news] – Take
Notice by them using an “official gov agency” authority and
the “main stream news”, as has been done for many years,
they are physiologically conditioning a large number of the
population to accept whatever they are being told/sold. And
just one of the things right now, they are pushing is the idea
that “anyone who shows opposition to covid measures” ALL “measures” (masks, restrictions, quarantine, testing,
etc), not just the injection, are a “potential terrorist”. And
they are conditioning people to “profile” everyone they know,
specifically: family, friends, & co-workers. As these are
people’s closest relationships and are the one’s who hear and
see the most. AND are more trusted and/or are the one’s who
people try to reach the most often. Anyone who fits their
perceived “profile”, many people will turn them in to
“authorities”. Because they think that is what “good citizens” do.
Don’t think people being turned in will be wide spread? Think about this, when people watch their spouse,
friend, or co-worker lose their job (or lose their parental visitation/custody rights) for not “getting
vaccinated”… their “image” in these people’s eyes will drastically change. If they “really loved their
family/child, they would have gotten it”, “they must hate [me/our children/our family]” etc. People will be in
disbelief that they could “do such a thing over something so ridiculous”. They’ll get angry and want to “get
back a them”, so they’ll turn them in.
We’ve Already seen multiple news reports of this taking place with people relating to the “jan 6th riot”. As
mentioned earlier, some were children turning in their own parents. AND these “brave people” who even turned
in their own family were praised by the media.

Now what if there was a physical “reward” added to this for each “confirmed” detainee…. Also something that
many people don’t know is that this is exactly the same type of mental conditioning and “reward system” that
was used in Nazi Germany.
***The new alliance between anti-vaxxers and the far right is a deadly threat - The claim that vaccines are
being used to commit genocide is an echo of the white supremacist “Great Replacement Theory”
https://www.newstatesman.com/science-tech/2021/09/the-new-alliance-between-anti-vaxxers-and-the-far-rightis-a-deadly-threat-2
Read this article linked above, as this is what they are selling to the population. This is what they are saying
about anyone who is against the mark of the beast injection. And those who are sharing the truth about what is
openly taking place in any nation. What this article states about “anti-vaxxers”, is actually what they themselves
are doing, and what main stream media/gov is selling to the people. It is another example of people/groups selfprojecting their own beliefs, and claiming it is “not them” but its “the other side” who are doing these things.
Even when they are seen and heard openly doing all of this.
Once again they are connecting “anti-vaxxers” to “far right”, “white supremacists/racist”, and now anyone
who claims the injection is being used to “commit genocide”. Telling the masses “THESE PEOPLE ARE
THE THREAT”… aka “domestic terrorist”. The population should “HATE these people”. This one article
embodies this entire “stage”, as well as interconnecting with several others.
***In much of the West, the walls are closing in on anti-vaxxers
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/01/10/european-unvaccinated-anti-mandate/
***Austria first in EU to fully lock down and make vaccination mandatory
https://www.euronews.com/2021/11/19/austria-extends-covid-lockdown-and-makes-vaccination-mandatoryfrom-february-1
***Making Covid-19 vaccines mandatory was once unthinkable But European countries are showing it can work
https://www.cnn.com/2021/11/30/europe/covid-vaccine-mandates-austria-europe-cmd-intl/index.html

STAGE 7. PREPARATION: OFFICIAL ACTION TO REMOVE/RELOCATE PEOPLE BEGINS.
All the people who have been placed into any type of involuntary quarantine are the initial stages of this stage.
Especially those who were taken to some type of “quarantine location”. Whether is was a hotel being run by the
CDC/FEMA, or a government “quarantine trailer” park. In some nations overseas it is already much worse,
with people being arrested and held from weeks to months… thus far. AND that is only speaking about the few
of which have made public news… only Yahuah truly knows to what extent this is already in place. But they
are passing their “laws” by the day preparing for this. Below are just two examples, but there are multiple states
that are preparing similar bills.
***New York Democrat's bill allowing governor to detain individuals dangerous to 'public health' sparks
backlash - State Assemblyman N. Nick Perry defended Bill A416, saying it does not violate Americans'
constitutional rights
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/new-york-bill-a416-detainment-assembly-ny

***Bill Filed In Washington [State] Would Authorize ‘Strike Force’ To ‘Involuntarily Detain’
Unvaccinated Families: ‘They Have Already Set Up The Internment Camps’
https://dailytruthreport.com/bill-filed-in-washington-would-authorize-strike-force-to-involuntarily-detainunvaccinated-families-they-have-already-set-up-the-internment-camps/

STAGE 8. PERSECUTION: BEGINNING OF MURDERS, THEFT OF PROPERTY, TRIAL
MASSACRES.
Well, as far as murders go… look at the truth of who is in the hospitals. As well as all the many people, even
children, dying of heart attacks, strokes, blood clots etc.
But these are not the one’s who all of this is geared toward. Of course it is the “anti-vaxxers”. There is already
people being arrested, prevented from going into certain businesses or other locations, and other restrictions. Its
only going to increase. In other nations it is further along, some of which is through forcibly as in restraining
them and jabbing them. Many others have been for sometime forcibly detaining people and putting them into
“quarantine trailers” or other “camps”. There was at least one country that even hired people to make videos to
show “how great” these place were, and how they got their meals delivered to them and everything. See, its no
big deal… its just a forced vacation where you can’t go anywhere.
This is besides the video that people have taken using their cell phones, of how they were locked into some of
these places. Some people have been held for months, as if they “step out of line” they get additional time added
to their “unofficial” jail sentence. Some of these people were turned in by family (or ex-wife etc), and were
being held there to be “mentally evaluated”. Yes you are “mentally ill” if you question the narrative or “don’t
want the vax”.
There have also been some news and private citizens who have filmed the “quarantine camps” with razor wire
and etc that have already been recently built, setup and ready to use. Such locations have also been stated in gov
documents as well.
In addition, I think talk as in the examples below belong in this category, although they could be placed in
several. However, this is far more than just “discrimination”. And its not to turn the populace against the group.
Things like this are a direct attack.
***America’s Military Should be Used to Oppress The Unvaxed, Says Leading Utah Newspaper
https://thenationalpulse.com/2022/01/16/editorial-board-calls-for-national-guard-deployment/
→ MORE TRAINING - Guerrilla war exercise to be fought across rural North Carolina counties, Army warns
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/guerrilla-war-exercise-to-be-fought-across-rural-north-carolina-counties-armywarns/ar-AASDjEy

***'It’s time to make life a living hell for anti-vaxxers,' Washington Post columnist writes
https://www.theblaze.com/news/its-time-to-make-life-a-living-hell-for-anti-vaxxers-washington-postcolumnist-writes?utm_source=theblaze7DayTrendingTest&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=The%20Blaze%20PM%20Trending%202022-0113&utm_term=ACTIVE%20LIST%20-%207%20Day%20Engagement

***LA Times Columnist Says Mocking Anti-Vaxxers Deaths is “Necessary”
https://www.infowars.com/posts/la-times-columnist-says-mocking-anti-vaxxers-deaths-is-necessary/

***Austria Leads the Pack in Selective Lockdowns, Vaccine Mandates and Euthanasia
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/12/austria-leads-the-pack-in-selective-lockdowns-vaccine-mandates-andeuthanasia.html
***No Longer A Conspiracy Theory: Australia Builds More Quarantine Camps
https://www.winterwatch.net/2021/09/no-longer-a-conspiracy-theory-australia-builds-more-quarantine-camps/
***FRANCE: Macron No Longer Views Unvaxxed as French, Vows to 'Piss Them Off' and 'Reduce' Them
https://nationalfile.com/france-macron-no-longer-views-unvaxxed-french-vows-piss-off-reduce/
***COVID: Macron says he wants to annoy France's unvaccinated 'to the bitter end'
https://www.euronews.com/2022/01/04/france-breaks-another-covid-19-record-with-over-271-000-cases-in-24hours
STAGE 9. EXTERMINATION: WHOLESALE ELIMINATION OF THE GROUP. IT IS
“EXTERMINATION” AND NOT MURDER BECAUSE THE PEOPLE ARE NOT CONSIDERED
HUMAN.
This will mostly be done through the “quarantine” concentration camps, once they being to move from
“containment” into “exterminate the virus”. But civil war, invasion by china/Russia, and other events will also
be used. Not only in the “event” as a whole and the destruction it bring, but also in other mass executions and
etc.
A fairly decent synopsis which is right on many points:
***These Pictures Show America's Future If The Globalists Get Their Way: This Is What Pure Bloods Can
Expect At The 'COVID Camps' - 'After The National Emergency Is Declared, Firearms And Food Stockpiles
Will Be Confiscated'
https://allnewspipeline.com/These_Pictures_Show_Americas_Future.php
STAGE 10. DENIAL: THE GOVERNMENT DENIES THAT IT HAS COMMITTED ANY CRIME.
They already are doing so all the while implementing and doing all of this.
End Summery:
There is so much more that could have been added to this. And many other links could have been included. But
anyone can take this list and know what is taking place if they have eyes to see with, and ears to hear.
My Abba has known and taught that these days of great tribulation were coming for many many years. We
didn’t know the exact details of how they would get the “populous” to accept and even endorse the death of
millions, and billions across the earth, but we knew it was coming. We warned about the concentration camps
that were being prepared across the US. We warned they would use food and necessities as a weapon in order to
control the people, and to get people to take the mark of the beast… and much more.

In one newsletter back some years ago (very unfortunately before we started our newsletter archive), we even
gave a scenario where they could use bioweapons to claim a “pandemic”, and round up people into “quarantine
camps”, which would actually be the fema concentration camps.
We also warned many times throughout these years that nazi germany was a “small scale” practice run. And
that “this time” they plan to carry it out across the nations. Well, now we’re seeing it happen in real time.
These are sad days and times. And this is the Great Tribulation against Yahuahs people. satans goal is first and
foremost, wipe out those striving to serve Yahuah. And although many will die, he will be stopped by Yahuah
as some of His people are being protected, and the flood that the dragon sends out after them will meet their
end. But satan also wants to wipe out all of the physical Yahusharelites/Yisraelites as well, as they still carry the
blood lineage. The mark of the beast is ONE of the major ways he is doing both of these. As we have taught in
two videos on our youtube channel, this injection rewrites a persons DNA so that they are no longer what
Yahuah created. But instead have been corrupted and changed into what the satan and the beast have made. Just
like the beast has corrupted everything else through GMO and more. And without the number of the beast,
people won’t be able to buy food or etc.
As is shown throughout this entire newsletter, Yahuahs People are in a war for their lives Right Now. satan
hates Yahuahs people, and satan and the beast are out to kill as many as they are able who will not
worship/obey the beast. This is WHY this war is across the nations of the earth. Because the beast has power
over all nations:
GILYAHNA/REVELATION 13:7 And it was given unto him to make war with the saints, and to overcome
them: and power was given him over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations.
We pray for all Yahuahs people scattered across the nations of this earth in these days of great tribulation. That
Yahuah protects His people, places a hedge around them, fills all their needs, and gives them strength to see all
that is taking place (and is right at hand) and still endure and fall not. To continue in obedience to His Word,
seeking His face. Waiting and urgently praying for Moshiach’s soon coming Return.
Think about these things. Prepare yourself and your families physically, but also mentally. As these are
terrible days that will be witnessed by all.
__________________________________
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Our Main Website: www.YHRIM.com
Our Telegram Channel Current Events Page: https://t.me/YHRIM_6003sc
Our Facebook Current Events Page: http://www.facebook.com/yahushua.benmosheeliyahu
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"No Scripture Ever Contradicts another Scripture, if it seems to we just need to adjust our perspective until we can
see them clearly. Unless you can use All of Yahuahs Word without throwing any out, you can't Teach that subject
Fully or Correctly."
Ahmos/Amos 9:9-11 "For, see, I will command, and I will sift Beit Yisrael among all nations, like corn is sifted in a sieve, yet the least
kernel of grain shall not fall upon the earth. 10 All the sinners of My people shall die by the sword, who say, The evil shall not
overtake nor find us. 11 In that day I will raise up the Sukkah of Daood/David that has fallen, and close up the breaches of it; and I
will raise up its ruins, and I will rebuild it as in the days of old:”

Luka/Luke 21:28 ”And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads; for your Geulah/Redemption
draws near.”
Hoshea/Hosea 14:1-9 “4 I will heal their backsliding, I will love them instantly: for My anger will be turned away from him.”
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